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1

stillborn dreaM

The waters of frustration burst
drained and empty
I gave birth
to a stillborn dream.

MadhuMita Ghosh



2

Mid-MarCh

The string quartet plays
Adagio for Strings
in the minor key my heart
is strung and tuned to.

Martha Christina



3

bare essentials

I’m embarrassed
bearing my teeth in total nudity
trying to bareback the weight of the world
insufficiently on my shoulders.

Julia oxenreider



4

Mirror Mirror

on the walls, in front and behind
parallel dimensions, infinite regression
an endless stream of ever darkening
shades of green

siMon hanson



5

*

Haiku ambition’s
paradoxicality:
whose least work is best?

robert West



6

at the inn at sPanish head

swirling gray, white throbbing
against grain’ed shore
he’s gone now into time
i sit, observing eternity

MaryJane nordGren



7

*

Years in someone else’s land
leaves me oblivious
of my coordinates.

Christie suyanto



8

aubade

To wake at all seems
a miracle of mercy,
but to wake to you …

robert West



9

deGrees of inGratitude

These neighborhood crows know
something they’re not telling us.
And they refuse to shut up about it.

brian beatty



10

*

evening moon —
I prefer to walk with my
shadow behind

Pravat KuMar Padhy



11

unsettlinG

High in nature’s park,
the narrow walking bridge
shudders into earthquake’s plank.

tyler Gabrysh



12

unintentional blaCKfaCe

Racist epithets beget racial epigraphs,
Rachel said, “Except not loud enough for black people to hear”
into my ear

ted hash-berryMan
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Clear laKe

I went into the woods
to find you and found air
so still neither leaf
nor limb stirred.

brian beatty



14

above the hardWare store

The kitchen smelled of cabbage
and unopened windows.
Two great-grandmothers, dressed
in black, hugged me in Yiddish.

nanCy sCott



15

as you tiP the Coffee Pot

light slops over
the lip of Kibling Hill — spills
into the valley.

Corey CooK
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*

c h
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MiChael dylan WelCh
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*

seaweed fronds curve to the waves
anfractuous coastal road
long blonde hair streaming

ie MCGavoCK



18

free sWiM

Children wheel unicycles in flashes of turquoise.
God stands on the drain, clucking his tongue
to hold his breath longer.

dale Patterson



19

MasKs are revelations

the water forms circles in the water
awareness makes a whirlpool in the end
revelations are masks

WilliaM MerriCle
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Miniature Planet

The people are tiny,
but they don’t know it,
since everything else
is just as small.

dennis CasWell
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first

remember afterward
how the moon stared back:
an eclipse
of two innocents

JessiCa KliMesh
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dusK

splash of cloud
flicker of bat
an early star
the winds of night

rohini GuPta
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aWaitinG sPrinG

Seedlings growing
on a south-facing sill,
stare in disbelief at
fresh spring snow.

Cd sinex



24

*

She’s his Oxford Comma;
he doesn’t know
where to place her or when.

Christie suyanto
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Four and Twenty is an online poetry journal focused on short form poetry. We specifically seek out fresh and 
emerging voices to include in the journal. Our guidelines are simple. All poems must be four lines or fewer in 
length and contain no more than twenty words (hence, Four and Twenty). A new issue of the journal is released 
the third Tuesday of each month.
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